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Theme for the next meeting is something you have made or
something interesting.
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Joe’s jottings….
Well the end of our relocation is in sight! The final supply of flexible piping is due, so we
can finally connect the extensive duct work system to our workshop machines. Our trial
run of the extractor system appears to be working well with a lot of sucking power.
As mentioned at our last General Meeting the duct work for the Lathe Room is going to be
fitted after our November Wood Show. Time is running short to complete the tasks for sale
items, so all ‘hands-on deck’ to finish these items.
Max has finished a beautiful coffee table to be used as our First Prize for our raffle. Our
thanks Max for finishing the table even though you have been quite unwell, well done
Max.
Just a reminder, Karine still has quite a few raffle ticket books, so if you need more or
haven’t yet taken some for sale. please see Karine.
Many thanks are all so in-order to those members who have been at the Shed almost every
day, doing the many things that were required. You should look around the area to see just
how work has been done, and how lucky we are to have so much space, no muddy roads
and a lovely outlook.
It reminds me of some comments I overheard when we all went around to look at the new
Shed shortly after we were told we had the Licence. The comments were ‘the kitchen area
is too far away’ ‘not sure about the toilets’ etc. The other day after our Meeting, we were
all in the kitchen having a ‘cuppa’ and there was lots of talking and endless laughter. It was
so nice to see everybody enjoying themselves. So much for the earlier comments!
Finally, just a reminder if you have a problem, speak to me about it, I would like to know
what it is and hopefully solve the issue. Remember everyone is different and we all have
our own way of doing and saying things. Sometimes it doesn’t please everyone, but the
intentions are intended to be for the “greater good”
Happy Woodworking,
Joe Cooper.
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Important notice,
By the time you receive this, our new
club workshop will be up and running so
come along and experience the changes.
It’s important to note that some of our
membership fees are now overdue and
we need to be Current to be fully covered
by our Insurance, so if you haven’t done so
already, make sure that you are paid up
for this year to insure you don’t drop of
the membership list and have to go
through the inconvenience of having to
re-join.
The fees can be paid by direct deposit to
The Bendigo Bank.

Account name. Alexandra Community
Shed/Eildon & District Woodworkers.
B.S.B. 633-000 A/c # 146905260
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Spotlight on you,
Murray Richards...
Murray has been part of the
furniture at the club for five years.
His interests include passing on
his knowledge, wood working and
of course the mateship we all
enjoy. He has a substantial workshop with much equipment
left over from his previous business’ which includes such things as
various saws, two router tables, thicknesser, plainer and a full range
of assorted hand and power tools.
Murray’s passion is jewellery boxes and small furniture items
which about half of these pieces he sells to a varied Clientele.

His other passions are watching motor racing on TV ,
he also endeavours to get away for five or six weeks every year
with his caravan.
As a committee member he put his thoughts forward about the
move to our new premises and also played a pivotal role in the
move and the set up of equipment and the install of our
dust extractors etc.
Lastly but not least, his favourite piece is a “Cheval mirror”
that he made for his home.
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Max May showing us one of his many
Talents, Plastic welding large diameter PVC
pipe for part of our extraction system which

had it’s first test run and it thankfully works
as Designed.

Michael and Hanne Smiles are back from holidays
And here’s Michael showing us he hasn’t lost any
skill on the lathe.
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A minute with Charlie Brodie.
A long time member of the guild.
Apart from about five years as a poultry farmer, most of my working life
was as a painter and decorator. Beside regular house painting there was
periods of sub-contracting with Various signwriting companies and display
and shop fitting companies, with stints at the Gas and Fuel showrooms,

exhibition Buildings, royal Melbourne showgrounds and the Moomba
parade floats.
I joined the guild in 1994 after meeting Jack Carter and Max May at the
Doncaster Wood Show. I learned a lot about woodwork/turning from the old
stagers . (they were great teachers) I eventually found that I got the most
enjoyment from creating toys and donating them to Charities.

My shed has all the machinery I need, bench saw, drop saw, planer, sander, band saw, lathe, power tools, hand tools and enough clutter. (no dear it’s
not rubbish, it might come in handy one day) to cause visitors to query how I
manage to work in there. But there is no questions about the gifts they take
home.
Sadly I had to put it all on hold a few years ago due to family health,
but I am slowly getting back into it, now with toys for my great grandkids.
I am looking forward to visiting in the not too distant future.
Charlie.
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What’s coming up…….
SEPTEMBER 8th, 9th & 10th Timber & Working
with Wood Show, to be held at Caulfield Racecour se
on 8,9 & 10 September 2017.
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September show and tell.
Another lot of
“Angels”
for Rotary to raise
Funds for
“ Angel flight”
Courtesy of
Clarrie Glass.

A another
platter from
Clarrie Glass.

Hall table
donated by
Sherry Evans to
the Wood Show,
Refurbished by
Bob Carroll and
Friends.
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September show and tell.

Another platter by Clarrie Glass turned some time ago but
Recently had the finish re-done with a wipe on polyurethane.

Below. A commission of a “Wool Bowl” made by
Norm McDonald.
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